I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of technical progress the security requirements of the work of hydraulic systems, especially under unsteady motion of the fluid, should be increased.
The practice of pipeline systems operating shows that the pulsations of pressure and discharge, that occurs due to the uneven work of pumping facilities and the actuation of the locking elements, can lead to a significant increase of dynamic loads on the pipeline. A sharp increase (decrease) of pressure can cause accidents and accidents with heavy consequences, human casualties.
The correct choice of the operation mode for the hydraulic system is of great importance, since in some areas the pressure can be increased and in others can be reduced at the same capacity of the pipeline. The sudden change of the cross section of the pipeline (for example, the actuation of a valve), turning on and off of pumping units and other devices that can change discharges in the branches of the pipeline, arise waves of high and low pressure moving along the length of the pipeline.
During unsteady motion of the fluid in certain sections of pipeline, pressure changes can be so large and fast that can cause destruction of pipeline's walls.
In order to protect the system from an emergency situation, it is necessary to have methods and technical means for pressure stabilization in the pipeline. In addition, presence of harmful pressure pulsations significantly reduces the efficiency and shortens the service life of pipeline systems. Therefore, the problem of creation of effective means of damping of wave propagation and water hammers remains relevant for many decades.
II. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF UNSTEADY FLUID MOTION
Fundamentals of the theory of unsteady motion of liquid in a pressure pipeline were laid in the works of N.E. Zhukovsky [1] , [2] . He obtained the equations for motion of invissid fluids, formed the basis of further development of the theory of pressure flow of viscous liquid. With the help of this theory, explanation of some physical phenomena called water hammer was received. N.E. Zhukovsky introduced the concept of effective speed of sound, which allowed reducing a problem of compressible fluid in an elastic cylindrical pipe to a problem on motion of a compressible fluid in a rigid pipe, but with a lower modulus of elasticity of the liquid.
Theory of unsteady flow of viscous and compressible fluids in pipes was created by Charny [3] , who used the hypothesis of quasi-stationarity fluid motion. The essence of the hypothesis is that the force of fluid friction on the pipe wall in unsteady regime is adopted just the same as in stationary motion (with the speed equal to the instantaneous velocity in the considered steady flow).
The unsteady movement of incompressible liquid ( ) const   is described by the equations of movement and continuity [4] , [5] which have the following type:
where p -absolute hydrodynamic pressure; v -average speed on live section; g -acceleration of gravity; zgeometrical height;  -liquid density; t -time;  -coefficient of hydraulic friction along length; Dpipeline diameter; c -speed of distribution for a wave of pressure;  and   -Coriolis's coefficient and Businesk's coefficient (it is accepted that  =   =1).
III. METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
Equations (1), (2) describing the unsteady motion of the fluid in pressure pipelines are quasilinear equations of the hyperbolic type of the first order [6] . Such equations do not have analytical solution and can be integrated only by numerical methods [7] - [10] . For the solution of nonlinear differential equations explicit scheme is adopted, which allows to calculate rapidly changing flow (water hammer).
If we accept liquid volume v F Q   and absolute hydrodynamic pressure
(expressed in meters of water column) as the basic main characteristics of a flow liquid, then we will receive the following equation instead of (1) and (2): stead of (1) and (2):
Multiplying (3) t are unknown and should be determined by calculations. This method is described in details in [3] . This study examines the regular rectangular grid of the characteristics: a step on time t  and a step on coordinate x  are constants.
IV. ENTRY CONDITIONS
As entry conditions parameters of the steady current of a flow (index "y") in hydraulic system are set: 
where З  -coefficient of losses of pressure in a latch which depends on extent of its opening;
v -speed in a pipe before (behind) a latch.
A hydraulic stabilizer (HS) is established in the node
of pressure system. We will consider the hydraulic stabilizer established in i section of a constructive area of the pipeline, N i   1 (Fig. 1) . When liquid moves through a punched opening (Fig.  2) , losses of a pressure are calculated using the following formula: We will consider one of schemes represented in Fig. 3 . For an opening in a thin wall (at a pipe thickness is accepted to be equal to 2,7.
In calculations the parameter  is called punching percent, i.e. the total relation of the area of openings to the interior area of the pipe increased by 100% is used. VI. CONCLUSIONS 1. Decrease of punched holes square area less than 10% should be well checked analytically and experimentally at the stage of system design.
2. Increase of punched holes square area more than 25% does not give a visible effect of reducing of pressure in the hydraulic system.
3. Proper selection of punched holes square area may decrease up to 30% water hammer when a predetermined volume of hydraulic stabilizer is established. This leads to a significant economic effect.
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